FAST GROW Chicken Manure Fertiliser FACT SHEET.
We source blend, process and pellet all our ingredients for all our products in Ireland/Northern
Ireland. This makes us unique as we are the only brand to actually make our own products. All
other chicken manure proprietary products regardless of brand actually come from the continent
(Holland).
Dig in/ Top Apply/ Mix with Compost.
Reduce waste to landfill in excess of 90%
Use all year round.
Use on bare root, fruiting/flowering plants, vegetable gardens, flowerbeds, hedging, etc.
Unfortunately, as yet, Fast Grow is not a widely known brand, so it will have to be actively sold.
If someone uses it once, they won’t use anything else. So initially, Fast Grow is ideally sold as
an add on. Anyone leaving with a tray of new plants/hedging/seed potatoes, veg, etc should
have at least 1 bag of Fast Grow Fertiliser with them.
Both our fertilisers (Fast Grow Seaweed Plant Fertiliser AND Fast Grow Chicken Manure
Fertiliser) are made in our own processing plant using only the best quality ingredients all
sourced in Ireland.
At Fast Grow, we are unique as we are the only company on the market in the UK and Ireland
that actually source, treat, process and pellet all of our own product locally. All of our ingredients
(Chicken manure and seaweed) come from Ireland (North and South).
In addition, there is no other company that blends Chicken Manure and Seaweed putting us
further out on our own again. So we really are the only original (and best) brand out there.
We are to my knowledge the only chicken manure processing plant in Ireland or the UK
(conveniently placed in both), so we are the only actual UK pelleted chicken manure based
product on the market in the UK today.

For more information on Fast Grow Fertilisers, like our page on Facebook @FastGrowFertiliser
for consumer reviews, updates, progress reports, videos, pictures etc.
F: @FastGrowFertiliser

Web: www.fastgrowfertiliser.com
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